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Foreword 
from the Editorial 
Directors 

   
Marella Prout Caleb Doyle Sarah Davies 

 

Welcome to The Baltic Science Journal. 

 

This new journal aims to widen the exposure of research conducted by pre-University 

students so that individuals who are interested in the sciences, psychology and the 

humanities are given Open Access to the research conducted by their peers. In particular, 

The Baltic Science Journal sets out to demonstrate that young people are keen and able to 

advance knowledge in higher level research. This journal provides a forum for this work, and 

is produced by students, managed by students, and edited by students, in order to keep the 

content relevant and exciting for young people. The research published in The Baltic 

Science Journal is run by students who are currently studying for a range of qualifications, 

and in some cases the research forms part of their course assignments not only do these 

papers show how they investigated a particular problem, but it also illustrates that they were 

personally invested in the problem. Advances in science and the latest news in other 

subjects are also major parts of the content of The Baltic Science Journal, to further make 

new, high-level knowledge accessible to students. 

  

The journal’s founders are year 12 students who study at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC, and 

are committed to widening the availability of knowledge to others of their age. Once The 

Baltic Science Journal began, interests in international collaborations with schools and 

colleges across England and in other countries began to emerge. By opening up the journal 

at the outset to contributions from around the world, we hope to inspire young scientists 

globally. Furthermore, by making the journal freely available on the internet, we hope to 

bring contemporary science to students in those parts of the world that have so far had very 

limited access..  

 

We hope you enjoy the first edition 

 

Marella, Caleb and Sarah 
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Foreword 
from the Senior Editors 

  
Dr. John Dyer Prof. Dave Hornby 

 

During my time at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC, I have been particularly impressed by the 

creativity of the students and the range of ideas they have for scientific research projects. It 

is so important to give students the opportunity to pursue their own research interests and 

allow them to manage their own projects from the conception of ideas and experimental 

design through to implementation, analysis and evaluation. These students have recognised 

the importance of sharing their research findings beyond the walls of their school. This is a 

journal created and run by students, for students and the intention is that it will grow to 

include high quality pre-university level research from schools across the UK and farther 

afield. The students have already begun to collaborate with students from 10 schools in the 

UK, Netherlands and Sweden. 

The students have driven the creation of this journal from the start and been involved in all 

decisions from the title and format through to individual leadership roles and the peer review 

and editing process. Their hard work and commitment is evident for all to see and they 

should be very proud of the result.  

Dr John Dyer,  

Lead Teacher for Science Innovation, Liverpool Life Sciences UTC 

 

The initiative shown by the young students at the Life Sciences UTC in developing the idea 

behind the BSJ is quite remarkable. Not only is it a mark of their enthusiasm, but since they 

began the conversation with their colleagues and teachers, the idea has spread and it has 

now developed into a multi-national venture. Many successful initiatives come from “top 

down” decisions, but this is a truly “grass roots” initiative, which we believe is likely to make 

just as big an impact over the coming years. As employers cry out for more young scientists 

and engineers, what better way to address these needs than through student 

empowerment?  

 

The first edition is a showcase for the research interests of a selected group of students and 

will undoubtedly catalyse the submission of manuscripts over the coming months. We look 

forward to watching and helping as the BSJ makes its presence felt. We would like to 

acknowledge the energy, effort and enthusiasm shown by the founders and wish them well 

in their exciting new venture. A truly inspiring young team! 

 

Professor David Hornby,  

Department of Molecular Biology, University of Sheffield 
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Foreword 
from the Senior Editors 

  
Dr Hannah Davies Mr Mark O’Shea 

   

I have been working alongside students at Liverpool life sciences UTC for a couple of 

years now on a variety of projects and I am always impressed by their creativity, 

enthusiasm and knowledge. This latest venture is an excellent way for students to engage 

with other young scientists around the world and develop their skills in written scientific 

communication and networking. The important skills they learn through BSJ will be 

invaluable in their future careers.  I am delighted to be given the opportunity to work with 

such talented and motivated individuals and I am always excited to hear about their latest 

findings. I, like my fellow editors, am looking forward to seeing the BSJ grow from strength 

to strength in the coming months and years. 

 

Dr Hannah Davies,  

Institute of Integrative Biology, University of Liverpool 
 

 

 

Allowing young scientists to explore the unknowns of their world and the freedom to 

develop their own ideas is essential for our successful future. Finding their own ‘that’s 

funny’ moment spurs their enthusiasm to discover more about the world they live in, to 

question the ideas and opinions of others around them and in turn apply their new 

knowledge and theory from the classroom to novel situations. 

 

It has been a pleasure working with the students at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC as they 

have managed their own wide ranging scientific research projects. Helping and guiding 

them through the scientific process they have realised the importance of experimental 

design and developed skills that allow them to analyse, conclude and evaluate based on 

their observations. This journal, created and run by students, gives them a platform to 

showcase that hard work, develop partnerships and collaborations around the world and 

improve the skills that many employers desperately seek. 

 

As the world cries out for young talented scientists to help us solve the problems of the 

21st Century and beyond, who better to inspire them than the young talented scientists 

themselves. 

 

Mr Mark O’Shea,  

Head of KS4 Science, Wigan UTC 
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UTC Inspire 

   The Podcast to accompany 
the Baltic Science Journal 

Arsany 
Kanawaty 

Ben Stout 
Callum 
Camara 

 

Welcome to “UTC Inspire”, the podcast that accompanies the Baltic Science Journal. 
 

When we first came up with idea of producing the science podcast, our main focus was to 
make a podcast that would engage students, teachers and members of the public who don’t 
necessarily have a scientific background.  
 

Initially, our team of year 12 students at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC aimed to produce a 
podcast which discusses the research projects and investigations carried out by students at 
our school.  We wanted to include interviews and discussions of school research projects 
and the latest scientific news, in a simple format able to be easily understood. In the first 
preview edition, we were also able to interview students from both the Netherlands, Sweden 
and other schools in the UK who were attending a symposium at our school on producing 
an international school science journal and podcast. The first podcast is a short preview 
containing interviews with Laura Hurst and Amythyst Elson, two of the young researchers 
featured in the first edition of the Baltic Science Journal. Future episodes will also include 
interviews with active researchers working in both academic institutions and science 
businesses. 
 

 

The Podcast Team 
The team was composed of year 12 students that had started this project in our second 
term of the year. Initially we planned out what we would like the podcast to be about, and 
what it would include, We also looked at who we would be able to invite and interview for 
our sessions as well as the sorts of question we 
would ask them.  
 
In our third and final term, we executed our plan, 
completing research and conducting interviews 
before putting it all together, editing and 
combining it with background music. We hope you 

enjoy our first ever science podcast, and the many 
more to come. We aim to continue developing this 

podcast to make it as informative and entertaining 
as possible.  
 

Figure 1. The podcast team 
L-R: Sophie Lamkin, Keira Wilson, Lucinda Bartman,  
Benjamin Stout, Arsany Kanawaty, Callum Camara,  

Charlotte Lloyd, Hannah Blackburn.  

You can find the preview podcast at: 
 
www.lifesciencesutc.co.uk/bsj/podcast 
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Science News in Brief 
 

 

  

 

 

Synthetic Retina - Vanessa Restrepo-Schild a 24 year old 
student at Oxford University may have resolved the issue of 
degenerative eye diseases with a revolutionary   synthetic 
tissue which mimics the functions of the retina inside the 
eye. This is only the tip of the iceberg and she plans on 
continuing her research, and may soon be able to solve 
other problems people may encounter with hearing, touch 
etc.  

  

Making Waves - LIGO (Laser interferometer gravitational 
wave observatory), a huge metal structure stretching 8Km 
in length has recently detected the world's second 
sighting of gravitational waves. This has been caused by 
two black holes merging together to form a supermassive 
black hole that is 49 times the mass of our sun. This was 
observed over 3 Billion light years away and it has helped 
prove Einstein's theory of general relativity 62 years after 
his death. 

  

Bee Drones - The major global problem of declining 
numbers of insect pollinators such as bees could be 
solved by the use of mini drones. Eijiro Miyako has 
found the answer in one of his past experiments 
creating conductive gel. This goo is being used 
alongside animal hair to simulate the fuzzy outside 
layer of a bee. This can then be used to pluck pollen 
from plants and flowers. Is this the solution to the 
growing problem? 

 

 
http://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2017-05-04-oxford-student-creates-first-synthetic-retina 

 

 
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/02/gravitational-waves-einstein-s-ripples-spacetime-spotted-first-time 

 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2120832-robotic-bee-could-help-pollinate-crops-as-real-bees-decline/ 
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 Printed Organs -  There has recently been a huge breakthrough 
in 3D printing technology. Scientists and researchers from Harvard 
University have discovered how to 3D print human tissue that can 
survive on its own by using a bioprinter to print tissue containing 
fibres. When they cover the structure with cell rich material, it 
forms a network of tiny capillaries containing endothelial cells 
which formed stable blood capillaries in less than a week. 
Bioprinting has huge applications for health technology and will 
save many lives in the future. 

  

A Cure for Alzheimer’s? - Aβ plaques and neurofibrillary tangles 
in the brain are the main causes of Alzheimer’s disease. A method 
that previously had little success, antibody-based 
immunotherapy, has now had promising advances that could 
mean the cure to Alzheimer’s could be closer than we originally 
thought and could save hundreds of thousands of lives annually. 
The antibody aducanumab was applied to a transgenic mouse 
model with Alzheimer’s, the antibody binds with soluble and 
insoluble Aβ to slow the rate of decline. Future plans involve 3 
clinical trials, which scientists believe would create compelling 
support for the Amyloid hypothesis.  

Who wants to live forever? - Over the last century human life 
expectancy has almost doubled. It has been suggested that our 
lifespan can be affected by genetics and pharmacological 
interventions.  
But is there a limit to which our lifespan reaches? 
Recent research suggests what seems to be a natural limit may be an 
effect of fixed genetics. However, interventions to extend human 
lifespan, by altering genetic programs, are under current 
investigation. 
 

 
https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt.3413 

 
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature19323 

 
 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4822264/ 
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Information Article  

  

Dementia and 
Alzheimer’s? 

Katie James William Weeks 

   

Dementia is a term derived from the Latin 
root ‘de mens’, indicating an observable 
decline in mental abilities. It is an acquired 
clinical syndrome (a selection of symptoms 
that don’t have a definitive diagnosis), 
characterised by the deterioration of the 
conative, emotional and cognitive aspects 
of mental functioning. There are many 
symptoms related to dementia they can be 
but are not limited to; memory loss, a 
decline in thinking speed, mental 
sharpness and quickness, language, 
understanding, judgement, mood. All with 
the cumulative effect of making day to day 
life a struggle for sufferers. Dementia 
although not dis similar is not Alzheimer’s 
disease; the most familiar type of dementia 
which gets progressively worse with age 
therefore effecting memory, language and 
thought processes. 
 
In Alzheimer’s disease, changes in the 
brain start a decade or more before 
problems appear, throughout this 
preclinical stage of Alzheimer’s disease, 
people seem to be symptom-free, but toxic 
changes are taking place in the brain. 
Abnormal deposits of proteins form 
amyloid plaques and tau protein which 
tangle throughout the brain, and 
previously-healthy neurons stop 
functioning, lose connections with other 
neurons and die. These amyloid-β plaques 
are present in the brain of a Dementia 
patient decades before symptoms begin to 
be recognisable and the amount of 
plaques increase over time.  The damage 
initially appears to take place in the 
hippocampus, the part of the brain 
essential in forming memories. As more 
neurons die, additional parts of the brain 
are affected, and they begin to  
 

 shrink. By the final stage of Alzheimer’s, 
damage is widespread, and brain tissue 
has shrunk significantly. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The regions of the brain affected by 
Alzheimer’s disease. (highered.mheducation.com) 

 
 
There are many misconceptions about both 
Alzheimer’s disease and Dementia in 
society today, one of which impresses that 
only the elderly develop them, however that 
is not true. Even though Dementia is more 
frequent in the elderly, there are 
circumstances where it may develop in 
individuals as young as 30. Dementia can 
occur due to a brain injury after significant 
head trauma, alcohol abuse or a stroke, not 
just ageing. There are also many cases 
where people have developed early-onset 
Alzheimer’s, which is more common in 
people who are in their 50’s opposed to the 
average age of diagnosis at 65 years old. 
Although younger people may develop 
Alzheimer’s or Dementia, there is a greater 
risk that increases with age. 
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Indications of Dementia may be dismissed 
as general forgetfulness making the early 
signs of dementia easy to overlook. Those 
suffering from Dementia may have trouble 
time keeping or may find themselves lost 
in a place where they have been many 
times before, which could be very 
distressing for the person in that situation. 
 
As dementia progresses, in most cases so 
does the severity of the symptoms they 
present. They may regularly find 
themselves confused or discover that 
remembering simple things such as names 
and faces becomes more difficult than 
usual. The most obvious signals that 
somebody has Dementia include: 
substandard hygiene and poor decision 
making. 
 
Despite the fact that there are ways of 
helping individuals cope with the struggles 
they face, there is currently no cure for 
Alzheimer’s disease or Dementia which is 
why raising awareness is so vital. The 
most that can be done for sufferers of 
either Alzheimer’s or Dementia is 
improvements to their quality of life or help 
manage their symptoms. Being aware and 
understanding the struggle of a Dementia 
or Alzheimer’s suffer is the first step in 
combating this problem that effects so 
many. 
 
 
Katie James and William Weeks are year 12 
students at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC. They 
have been completing an enrichment project 
on dementia and were invited to contribute this 
article. 

 
 
References 
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Figure 2. The effect of Alzheimer’s on 

brain structure. (www.alz.org) 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. PET scan of a healthy brain and the brain 
of an Alzheimer’s sufferer (faculty.washington.edu) 
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News Feature  

 

Staph From The Past 
Jodie Whorton 

   

‘It’s all in the past’, right? Never has a 
statement held more truth when it comes 
to looking at possible cures for current 
medical problems. The past and the future 
are much more closely linked in science 
than seems possible. With the rapid 
evolution of technology and medicine, it’s 
easy to believe we know everything there 
is when it comes to common cures. 
Despite our modern resources, there is still 
information to be found hidden within the 
past. What started as a common hobby 
about the history of infectious diseases 
between a microbiologist and a historian, 
developed into the revelation of an age old 
cure to MRSA.  
 
Many drugs, such as penicillin, go through 
their phases. As bacteria develops 
resistance due to widespread use of a 
drug, it no longer becomes viable as a 
treatment option. This problem has existed 
for many years, but maybe more than we 
originally thought.  
At the University of Nottingham, Freya 
Harrison, a biomolecular scientist, had a 
keen interest in history and battle re-
enactment.  
 
Freya emailed the School of English and 
collaborated with Christina Lee, a historian 
at Nottingham with an interest in 
microbiology. This seemingly perfect 
coincidence led to the both of them 
corresponding about the history of 
infectious diseases and contemplating the 
idea of ancient remedies hidden in the 
past.  

 

 Turning to the world wide web, the women 
began to look through Bald’s Leechbook- 
an Old English medical text compiled in the 
ninth-century made available online. While 
Christina was looking through this ancient 
book, translating the language, she found a 
description that said ‘the best medicine for 
a lump in the eye’. It is highly theorised that 
during the ninth century, bacterial infection, 
especially eye infections, were rife. This is 
known as archaeologists discovered many 
remains that led them to believe that this 
was true, with the aid of sources from that 
time. These infectious styes were caused 
by, of course, MRSA.  
 
The text described the ingredients 
necessary to create this cure, which 
included: garlic, onion, ox gall, red wine and 
copper. Stored for 9 days and nights, the 
concoction would be strained and applied 
to the patient’s eye with a feather.  
 
Intrigued, Christina and Freya decided to 
brew this cure themselves in a laboratory 
and see what the results were. Meticulously 
following the instructions, the pair created 
fake ‘wounds’ containing Staphylococcus 
aureus and then applied the mixture. Due 
to the alcohol content of the mixture, the 
women expected it to kill around 10-20% of 
the staph. Amazingly, when they checked 
their results, this age-old cure had actually 
killed 99.9% of the bacteria. 
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Not wanting to risk a random anomaly, 
they repeated the experiment four, five, six 
more times to validate their results. To 
their surprise, it kept working perfectly, 
producing the same results each time.  
Wanting to see just how well this mixture 
would work, Christina and Freya sent the 
‘recipe’ to a collaborator in Texas to 
examine its effects on methicillin-resistant 
staph. Not long after, they received an 
energetic reply, astounded with the results. 
This ancient cure, over 1000 years old, 
had killed 90% of the MRSA. While of 
course this cure is nowhere near safe for 
human use as of yet, the discovery alone 
proved how little we actually know of the 
possibilities of the medical world. 
 
Christina and Freya presented their 
findings to the Royal Society of Chemists, 
astounding the scientists present. While 
the two women may not have changed the 
world with their discovery, it has definitely 
changed the way of thinking with regards 
to scientific discovery. It is easy to think of 
the past as this untouchable world; foreign 
to our modern minds. Despite our doubt 
with the reliability of these cures, Christina 
and Freya proved that we really do not 
know what answers our hidden in our past. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. SEM image of Staphylococcus aureus  

(Photo Credit: http://www.medicaldaily.com/old-english-
remedy-successfully-kills-antibiotic-resistant-staph-bacteria-

328152) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Bald's Leechbook  
(Photo Credit: British Museum) 

 

 

 
Jodie Whorton was a year 12 student at 
Liverpool Life Sciences UTC when she wrote 
this article. She has a keen interest in both 
History and Science and found the original 
research article and the story behind it 
particularly interesting. 
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Research Article  

 

The effect of Lemongrass on Beta 

Amyloid protein and its potential as a 

treatment to Alzheimer’s Disease Laura Hurst 

   

Abstract 
This project’s purpose is to explore the potential neuroprotective effects of lemongrass 

(Cymbopogon Citratus) and how these effects can be used to treat Alzheimer’s disease, a 
neurodegenerative disease which results in the decline of cognitive function. Alzheimer’s 

causes the death of neurons over time in different areas of the brain, leading to trouble with 
complex functions such as memory, language, and the control of emotion. In 2006, 26.6 
million people had Alzheimer’s disease. If a drug or alternative form of intervention could 
halt the progression of the disease for a year, levels could drop by 9.2 million. This study 
suggests that lemongrass extract may have some neuroprotective properties and that it 

may be worth investigating further as a future treatment for Alzheimer’s.  
 

Introduction  pain relief. Anxiolytic and anti-mutagenic 
properties of lemongrass have also peaked 
interest recently for treating anxiety and 
some genetic diseases such as cancer. The 
properties of most interest in terms of 
Alzheimer’s disease however, are the anti-
oxidative, anti-inflammatory and anti-
cholinesterase properties of Cymbopogon 
Citratus/Schoenanthus 
 
Oxidative stress occurs when there is an 
imbalance in the levels of free radicals and 
antioxidants. In Alzheimer’s, oxidative 
stress in the brain may occur and even 
affect the key pathological markers: amyloid 
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. This 
stress damages the neurones and 
eventually can cause cell death. There is 
also a relationship between inflammation 
and many neurodegenerative diseases 
including Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
Brains of patients with Alzheimer’s are 
known to shrink to a much smaller size than 
a healthy brain but before this shrinkage 
occurs, many regions of the brain become 
inflamed. Aβ plaques and hyper 
phosphorylated tau found in patients with 
Alzheimer’s disease are the most likely 
culprits of this inflammation. The  

 
One of the well-known and influential 
hypothesises is called the ‘Amyloid 
Cascade Hypothesis’ which was proposed 
in 1991 by John Hardy and David Allsop. 
This hypothesis suggests that the 
accumulation of beta amyloid protein (Aβ) 
into insoluble senile plaques is one of the 
main causes, or triggers, for the onset of 
Alzheimer’s disease. Natural compounds 
may be a solution to Alzheimer’s disease. 
‘Up to 50% of approved drugs in the last 
30 years are either directly or indirectly 
from natural products’.  Cymbopogon 
citratus- commonly referred to as 
lemongrass- originates from Sri Lanka and 
South India, but is a common herb in all 
South-East Asia and the Americas. 
Curcumin (Curcuma Longa), found in the 
commonly used spice turmeric, has 
gained much attention recently for its 
potential in treating Alzheimer’s disease. It 
has a wide array of medicinal properties; 
anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory, anti-
cancer, anti-bacterial properties. 
 

The citral in lemongrass also has anti-
nociceptive properties similar to that of 
morphine, and so has often been used for 
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inflammation then contributes to the 
further progression of the disease as it 
leads to mass cell degeneration in the 
brain. 
 
The hypothesis of this project was; 
Lemongrass (Cymbopogon citratus) will 
protect the neurones in the affected brain 
of Alzheimer’s disease by preventing the 
cytotoxic effects of accumulated beta 
amyloid proteins. 
 

Methods 
 

For this project, neuroblastoma cells (seed 
culture SHSY-5Y) provided by the 
University of Liverpool were used. 
Neuroblastoma cells were preferred over 
ordinary neurones because of their 
cancerous properties. Since the 
neuroblastoma are more resistant to death 
and reproduce rapidly compared to 
healthy neurones. This makes cell 
culturing more feasible and the 
neuroblastoma can still hold an accurate 
representation of a model brain since they 
are neurones after all.  
 
Aseptic technique was a vital part of this 
project as cell cultures) are highly affected 
or killed by any contaminants. If not in a 
sterile incubator, the neuroblastoma cells 
were in a class 2 microbiological cabinet. 
A constant airflow was given over the 
workspace which ensured any microbes 
stay up above the cells, out of contact. 
70% ethanol solution was sprayed on all 
the surfaces and wiped with paper towel. 
When the cabinet is sterile, anything going 
inside also needed to be sterilised with 
70% ethanol. The filter cap had to be kept 
on the flask of cells whenever possible 
and when pipetting in the flask contact 
was avoided with any surfaces of the flask, 
longer pipettes (i.e. 5ml) are preferred 
rather than using multiple small pipette 
tips as opportunity for contamination will 
be reduced. Neuroblastoma cells needed 
to be kept in a sterile incubator at 37°C 
and 5% CO2. These conditions are to 
replicate the conditions which the 
neurones would  

 naturally be found in within the human body. 
The cells had to be checked under a light 
microscope every day, they should be 
adhered to the bottom of the flask. Dead cells 
would float and may be in a different focal 
plane to the living neuroblastoma cells. If 
there was high number of dead cells 
contamination may have occurred or the 
nutrient media needed to be changed. 
 
The nutrient media provided the cells with all 
the nutrients needed to survive, grow and 
reproduce. To make up the nutrient media 
added 50ml of foetal bovine serum, 5ml of 
Penicillin Streptomycin mixture, 5ml of L-
Glutamine and 5ml of non-essential amino 
acids to 500ml of F12-Ham’s nutrient rich 
media. The presence of the antibiotics should 
help kill any bacteria if the neuroblastoma 
culture did happen to become contaminated. 
The nutrient media was made in the 
biological safety cabinet and a portion 
divided into 50ml falcon tubes. This helped to 
avoid contamination occurring from the 
media. Stored the media in a refrigerator at 
5°C labelled with the date.  
 
The cells need fresh media every other day. 
To change the media, pre-warmed nutrient 
rich media was placed in the incubator 
containing the cells for 30 minutes. This was 
to make sure the cells and the media are at 
the same temperature to avoid the cells 
going into shock and consequently dying. 
The waste media was aspirated, avoiding 
touching the inside of the flask by aiming the 
pipette tip into one of the corners of the flask. 
The appropriate volume of fresh media was 
then pipetted into the flask. 
 
The cells needed to be split because, 
neuroblastoma cells reproduce which causes 
less nutrients are available per cell and leads 
to many of the cells dying. The cells needed 
to be split when the confluence was between 
70-90%-70-90% of the flask surface is 
occupied by cells when observed under a 
microscope. To split the cells, the nutrient 
media as well as trypsin needed to be pre-
warmed for 30 minutes in  
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the incubator first. The waste media was 
then aspirated from the flask. Then 100μl 
of trypsin per cm² of flask surface was 
added. The cells were then observed 
under the microscope. Trypsin is an 
enzyme and will cause the neurones to 
detach from the surface, when this 
occurred gently tapped or flicked the sides 
of the flask to guarantee as many cells had 
detached as possible. The trypsin needed 
to be neutralised after a maximum of 10 
minutes if left any longer, the trypsin would 
hydrolyse the neurones. The trypsin was 
neutralised by adding an equal volume as 
trypsin of nutrient media to the flask and 
then gently agitating the flask. The 
solution of detached cells was aspirated 
and the rest placed in a centrifugation 
tube, centrifuged at 220 x g for 3 minutes. 
After centrifuging removed the 
supernatant, leaving a white pellet of the 
cells. 1ml of media was added and the 
cells were resuspended by slowly 
pipetting up and down to break up the 
pellet. Then add a further ml of media for 
every extra flask. Invert the centrifugation 
tube to disperse the cells equally and then 
add 1ml of this to each flask. All the flasks 
then needed to be returned to the 
incubator as soon as possible. On 
average a flask needed to be split into 4 
every 4-7 days, however at the beginning 
of the project the cells grew rapidly and so 
flasks were occasionally split into 6.   
 

Lemongrass essential oil is insoluble, the 
nutrient media is water-based and so this 
caused an issue for the project. An 
emulsifier was required in order to get the 
lemongrass to interact with the cells rather 
than sitting above them as a separate 
layer. The oil was insoluble in acetone but 
was soluble in alcohols; therefore, ethanol 
was used to create the 1%,0.5%, and 
0.1% solutions of lemongrass. Pipetted 1 
ml of the cell-media solution into each well 
to fill 12 of the wells. The well plates used 
had 24 wells so 2 flasks of cells were 
required per well plate. The well-plates 
were then placed into the incubator for 24 
hours to allow the cells to settle and 
adhere to the plate surface. Before adding  

 the lemongrass, the solutions needed to be 
pre-warmed in the incubator with the cells. 1 
ml of media and each lemongrass solution 
were then be pipetted into their respected 
rows (refer to diagram), also added 1ml of 
100% ethanol to the 6th well of each row to 
have a comparative group of dead cells. The 
same process was repeated for a second 
plate, this time adding 10μl of β amyloid 
protein suspended in media, the protein is 
biohazardous and so care needed to be 
taken and anything in direct contact with the 
protein (e.g. pipette tips) were safely 
disposed of. Incubated the plates for a further 
24 hours and then counted the cells using a 
haemocytometer. 

Row A: F-12 Ham’s media only  
Row B: 1% lemongrass solution  
Row C: 0.5% lemongrass solution 
Row D: 0.1% lemongrass solution 
Column 6: 100% ethanol 
 

Results 

Table 
1: Plate containing neuroblastoma cells and 
lemongrass solutions, beta amyloid proteins 
absent 

 
The results of the experiment with 
lemongrass are very interesting. A first point 
of note is comparing the concentration of 
cells per mm² and cell viability of the 0% 
lemongrass solutions in both table 1 and 
table 2. Cell concentration in the plate 
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without Aβ was 3.95x10⁷/mm², but when 
Aβ proteins were added the concentration 

decreased to 2.43x10⁷/mm². Cell viability 
had a vast 47.14% decrease from 84.18% 
in the Aβ absent plate to 37.04% in the Aβ 
present plate. This supports the beta-
amyloid hypothesis as the results show 
increased neurodegeneration in the 
presence of Aβ proteins as stated by 
Hardy and Allsopp’s hypothesis. 
 
The addition of lemongrass solution in the 
Aβ plate seems to have had a negative 
effect on the concentration of cells, it is not 
clear if this is due to the lemongrass or the 
Aβ as the concentration of cells in the Aβ 
free plate at the highest, 1%, solution had 
the highest concentration- though this 
particular result may be anomalous as it 
doesn’t match the decrease in 
concentration at 0.1% and 0.5% 
lemongrass solution.  
 

The change in viability of the cells is much 
more promising. The viability of both peak 
at 0.5% lemongrass solution. No 
significant difference is shown in viability 
between different lemongrass solutions in 
the Aβ plate, which is promising as it 
suggests that the lemongrass isn’t killing 
any of the neuroblastoma cells. 
 

 
Table 2: Plate containing neuroblastoma cells 
and lemongrass solutions, beta amyloid 
proteins present 
 

In the Aβ present plate, the cell viability of 
all the wells with lemongrass added were 
higher than the wells containing media 
only, the highest viability of 68.61% at 
0.5% lemongrass solution is nearly twice 
that of the 0% solution at 37.04% viability. 

 So, even though the lemongrass may have 
caused a decrease in the concentrations of 
neuroblastoma, it has caused more of the 
cells present to survive. It’s arguably more 
beneficial to have less neurons, but most of 
them be functional, than to have plenty cells 
of which most are dead. The results showing 
the increase in viability in the Aβ present well 
plate is evidence supporting the hypothesis 
used in this project that lemongrass has a 
neuroprotective effect as it appears to have 
prevented some cell death that occurs when 
it isn’t present. 
 
One surprising finding was the appearance of 
the neuroblastoma cells, the cells dendritic 
extensions appeared shorter than normally 
observed. They were more circular in shape, 
but were alive as they were adhered to the 
flask surface and were not stained blue by 
trypan blue. 
 

Conclusions 
Overall, these results and scientific literature 
suggest a definite potential in lemongrass as 
a treatment for Alzheimer’s disease. There 
are many other issues that this experiment 
didn’t cover though, such as the ability of 
lemongrass to cross the blood brain barrier 
and dosages needed to have an effect. Much 
more research using in vivo experiments with 
animal models and clinical trials on humans 
would have to be done to know for certain if 
lemongrass is a truly viable option for drug 
development. If this project was to be 
continued repeats of the experiments would 
have to be done in order to obtain more 
accurate and reliable averages, and a 
possible investigation into the effect of 
lemongrass on AChE to see if it could also 
work like the many current AChE inhibitor 
drugs would also be carried out. 
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Engineering Project  

   

Designing and building a 

diffusion cloud chamber 
David Callow      Sean Groom     Michael Groom 

   

Abstract 
In this project, we set out to design and fabricate a diffusion cloud chamber to serve as a 

piece of classroom equipment for the Physics department at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC. 
Cloud chambers are used to detect ionising particles. A cloud chamber is an ideal addition 

to a teacher’s library of equipment as radioactivity is one of the largest topics in both AS and 
A2 Physics. This report outlines the process which resulted in the successful construction 

and testing of a diffusion cloud chamber. 
 

Introduction  member was allocated a method to research 
and we would then feed back to the group to 
make our decision. 
 
Upon completing our individual research, we 
regrouped and presented our findings to 
each other. Finally, we decided as a group to 
use thermoelectric coolers. The reason for 
this is they have a low unit cost, the thermal 
performance we need and they are easy to 
acquire. 
 
Once satisfied with this decision, we could 
now start thinking about testing it to see if we 
could reach the required temperature. 
 
Initial Design 
Taking inspiration from existing devices 
online we came up with this initial design as 
a group. We decided to use a fish tank as 
they are inexpensive and widely available. 
We chose aluminium for the cold plate 
material due to its resistance to corrosion so 
it will be long lasting. 
 
From these calculations, we decided to use a 
power supply rated at 650 watts to make sure 
that it was not operating close to its limits. 
 
Proof of Concept 
To guarantee that we could achieve what we 
set out to, we needed to start conducting 
small scale tests to reduce any unnecessary 
spending and to act as a  

 
A cloud chamber is a device created to 
detect ionising radiation such as alpha and 
beta particles. C.T.R Wilson in 1911. His 
invention led him to win the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1927 for “his method of making 
the paths of electrically charged particles 
visible by condensation of vapour” 
 

How does it work? 
When an ionising particle passes through, 
it leaves a trail of ions onto which the 
vapour can condense forming the white 
cloud.  
 
What type of cloud chamber? 
There are two main types of cloud 
chambers; expansion and diffusion. 
Wilson’s cloud chamber used the 
expansion method to achieve vapour 
trails. This worked by using a diaphragm 
to rapidly expand the volume of the 
chamber, cooling down the gas inside 
allowing it to become supersaturated.  
 
Deciding on a cooling method 
The first challenge we needed to 
overcome as a team was how we were 
going to achieve the required temperature 
of -26°C? We found three possible 
methods using dry ice, refrigeration or 
thermoelectric coolers. Each team 
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proof of concept. We planned to do this in 
three stages; firstly, we would see if 
peltiers could reach the required 
temperature and the effects that stacking 
has on the cooling ability. Secondly, we 
would conduct a large-scale temperature 
test to see how the increase in thermal 
mass effects the performance. Then 
finally, we would conduct a small-scale 
cloud chamber test to see if this idea 
would work. 

 
Figure 1. Plan for first prototype. 

 
Materials Research 
Due to the environment required for the 
cloud chamber to operate, we needed to 
carefully choose which materials to use 
throughout the design. They needed to be 
able to resist the cold temperature and 
exposure to alcohol. Under these 
conditions, many materials become brittle 
or begin to lose their structure.  
 
Construction of the cloud chamber 
Finally, in late October 2016, we began 
progress on fabricating the cloud 
chamber. In order to make sure that the 
project kept its momentum and was 
completed in a timely manner, we set 
ourselves weekly objectives and split the 
roles between the three of us. 
 

 
Figure 2. Plan for final cloud chamber 

 

 
Figure 3. Photograph of the finished cloud 
chamber. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Photograph showing the traces of 
particles during the testing process. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Photograph showing the traces of 
particles during the testing process. 
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Conclusion 
 
Overall we are extremely happy with how 
the project turned out. We achieved 
everything we set out to achieve and were 
able to produce a fully functioning cloud 
chamber to replace the outdated one in 
our Physics department. In the near 
future, we intend to use the cloud chamber 
to teach the AS students about 
Radioactivity. 
  
We were pleased to find that our cloud 
chamber fell in line with our specification 
and met all of the requirements we asked 
of it. Therefore, it was a huge success. 
If we were to do this project again, there 
are several things we would like to 
change. Firstly, we would reduce the 
volume of the cloud chamber with the 
hope that it would reduce the time taken to 
reach the required temperature. As well as 
this, I would also like to implement a real-
time temperature sensor so that the user 
would be able to monitor its performance 
and can see its status more clearly. 
Finally, we would like to add a radiator and 
internal water cooling loop so that the user 
would not have to rely on a sink to operate 
the cloud chamber.  
 
In completing this project, we have 
learned the importance of working in a 
team and how good communication leads 
to success. With it being a group project, 
it was vital that we all knew what progress 
each other had made so that we did not 
repeat or forget anything. We ensured this 
by having a weekly review where we could 
talk to each other about what we had 
achieved and then plan for the weeks 
ahead. We discovered our ability to work 
well as team members. This was the first 
time we had worked in a group for a 
project over this time scale and we found 
the whole experience highly rewarding 
and enjoyable 
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The Adventures of Pablo 
A light-hearted, educational cartoon contributed by Bella Jones and Rhianon Disley  
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Research Article 

 

Are Shock Tactics an Effective 
Technique to Advertise Wildlife 
Conservation Campaigns? 

Amethyst Elson 

   

Abstract 
Advertising tactics known as “shock tactics”, in which the audience is shocked into engaging, 

are currently controversial. In this study a public survey on attitudes towards shock tactics 
was conducted in order to establish whether or not advertisements featuring shock tactics 

are more effective than advertisements not featuring shock tactics in encouraging people to 
engage with wildlife conservation campaigns. The results suggest that the use of shock 

tactics do not encourage people to participate more than advertisements that do not feature 
shock tactics, however further research needs to be carried out in order to determine 

whether or not shock tactics are effective in their own right at encouraging participation from 
the public before any definitive conclusions can be drawn. 

 

Introduction   In the same vein, the use of pesticides for 

human crops on farmland kills pollinators, 

which in turn reduces the crop biodiversity, 

and runoff into local water systems affects the 

insect populations causing disruptions that 

have a negative effect on humans. As such, 

an effort to conserve the pollinators through 

the reduction of agricultural use will benefit 

humans. These are just two examples of the 

‘chain-reaction’ nature of wildlife 

conservation, in order to establish an 

understanding of its importance. 

Another reason humans benefit from the 

conservation of wildlife is because of the 

significant role it has in the research and 

development of medicinal drugs. For example, 

research by David Mangelsdorf suggests that 

guggulsterone – a compound that can be 

found in the sap of the guggul tree, a species 

native to India – can be used to lower 

cholesterol and so reduce the likelihood of 

related diseases. 

One further area of interest for humans 
regarding the conservation of wildlife its 
economic potential as the basis for tourism, 
and the psychological benefits that this form of 
tourism provides. The specific economics of 
wildlife tourism generally be considered as its 
“total economic use value plus its total 
economic non-use value 

The importance of conserving global 

wildlife cannot be understated. 

Regardless of your moral or ethical 

stance, humans are dependent on the 

survival of other species, as we are linked 

to the majority of them through the food 

web. Therefore, what we do to the wildlife 

of the planet will ultimately have 

consequences on our own survival. 

 
The loss of just one species can have 
catastrophic effects. The intricacies of the 
food web can be seen in the reintroduction 
of wolves to Yellowstone National Park. 
Though the long-term effects of this are 
not yet known, the short term effects are 
apparent and very revealing. The wolves 
hunted the unmanaged elk population and 
this reduced their numbers, causing the 
vegetation, of which their diet consisted, 
to grow back. The growth of the 
vegetation then also affected waterways 
and in turn provided more habitats for 
beavers. The chain of events – known as 
a trophic cascade – can all be traced back 
to the wolves, therefore showing how the 
loss of one species had consequences on 
other species due to its role as a keystone 
species. 
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The total economic use value represents 
its tangible value, for example the profits 
that can be made from entrance fees to 
National Parks. The total economic non-
use value therefore represents the 
attributes of the resources that are 
relatively intangible; for example, the pure 
existence value of a species, the 
willingness of people to pay for the 
continued existence of species for future 
generations (its bequest value), and the 
potential for its use in the future (its option 
value). 
 
The majority of species’ total economic 
value is made up of its non-use value. For 
example, a research survey by Bandara 
and Tisdell – conducted with a sample of 
300 residents of Colombo, Sri Lanka – 
indicated that the tourism economic value 
of the Asian wild elephant only accounted 
for 26% of its economic value and that 
more than half its economic value could 
be attributed to its non-use value. 
 
These Asian elephants in the wild are 
used for tourism purposes and their non-
use values can encourage political 
support for their conservation; in turn this 
contributes to the sustainability of these 
species (and the other species found in, 
or are dependent on, the same habitat). 
Overall, this results in a system whereby 
all associated wildlife tourism is fostered 
sustainably. (Higginbottom, 2004). 
 
Research by Tisdell and Wilson suggests 
that the experiences of an ecotourist with 
wildlife increases their perceptions of the 
economic use and non-use values of that 
species, which therefore increases their 
economic support for their conservation. 
Over 40% of respondents (in a survey 
sample of 519, all of whom had visited 
Mon Repos Turtle Rookery in Australia) 
said that after visiting, they would like to 
contribute more money to the 
conservation of sea turtles, and 98% of 
visitors believed that more action should 
be taken to minimise threats to sea turtles 
as a result of their visit. (Higginbottom, 
2004). 

 The psychological benefits of wildlife tourism 
are explored in a study involving 20 interviews 
based upon a whale and bird watching tour on 
the Sea of Cortez in Baja California. 
Participants kept a field journal of the days’ 
activities and their emotional responses to the 
wildlife and their observations; a thematic 
analysis was used. Thre themes emerged 
from a question about how wildlife made 
participants feel: “wonderment and awe 
beyond articulation, experiencing a state of 
‘flow’, and sensual awakening”. Four themes 
emerged from a question regarding what 
psychological benefits were derived from 
watching the wildlife: “time to stand and stare, 
voyeurism and contemplation, spiritual 
fulfilment, and feelings of well-being”. 
 
Shock Tactics in Advertising 
When used in advertising, shock tactics are 
implemented to purposefully provoke an 
emotional response in the audience by 
displaying controversial content that is 
potentially distressing or angering (e.g. 
graphic depictions of violence, suffering, and 
human tragedies). They are used with the 
intention by the advertiser of publicising 
something, such as a brand or message. This 
in turn usually has a further effect, such as 
consumers buying products or services from 
the advertised brand, or increasing awareness 
of topics considered important by the 
advertiser to members of the general public. 
When executed effectively, shock tactics will 
always succeed in generating publicity, 
regardless of whether it is positive or negative. 
 
In regards to using shock tactics for wildlife 
conservation purposes specifically, the shock 
tactics used will usually be graphic images of 
the wildlife in question with the aim of gaining 
public support and donations. For example, a 
conservation charity may employ shock 
tactics to earn donations from the public by 
revealing images of endangered species like 
a rhino with the horn carved out of its face and 
the remains crusted with blood. This is done  
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with the intention that the audience 
viewing this advertisement will respond 
empathetically, their distress encouraging 
them to make an effort to reduce the 
source of their negative response. 
 
The effectiveness of a shock tactic is due 
to the ability of the message to enter into 
the public discourse, inciting discussions 
about the issues portrayed and the 
appropriateness of the message. 
(Sandıkcı, 2011) The first response is the 
desired one. 
 
Discussions about wildlife conservation 
should increase public awareness of a 
variety of issues, and encourage them to 
learn about why they should aid the 
campaign and how they can do so. 
However the second response can have 
multiple outcomes. On one hand, 
discussion of the appropriateness of the 
message is still publicity for the campaign, 
even if it is negative. The more people 
hear about an issue, the more likely they 
are to look into the information for 
themselves and draw their own 
conclusions from what they find. On the 
other hand, the negative publicity may be 
taken at face value, and the message can 
be dismissed before being examined due 
to the inappropriateness of how the 
message is conveyed. Furthermore, 
strongly negative messages may make 
people less motivated to act because the 
issues can seem overwhelming and leave 
them feeling disempowered. This is 
because humans are not objective and 
rely on a mixture of memory, emotions, 
and judgements to prioritise their 
responses, resulting in a subjective and 
often illogical response. (Blackmore et al. 
2013)     
 
One study that was particularly useful in 
researching the current investigation was 
by Joseph N. Scudder and Carol Bishop 
Mills published in the Public Relations 
Review in 2009. The paper was titled “The 
credibility of shock advocacy: Animal 
rights attack messages”. The  

 study evaluated how the use of shock 
advocacy by People for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals (PETA) against alleged abuses on 
a corporate pig farm impacted the credibility of 
the target of the campaign and the producer of 
the campaign. Results indicated that PETA’s 
attack message was effective at reducing the 
credibility of the corporate pig farm, and that 
PETA’s credibility rose overall after 
participants viewed the attack message. The 
study was carried out in order to determine 
whether the use of negative graphic imagery 
was enough to change public attitudes 
through a violation of the norm of 
appropriateness in order to catch the attention 
of the audience and put across the message 
– shocking them into accepting the message. 
This directly relates to my study, because their 
conclusion supports the suggestion that the 
use of shock tactics will encourage an 
audience to engage with a wildlife 
conservation campaign, providing evidence 
towards this investigation. The researchers 
found that whilst PETA’s attack message 
harmed the reputation of the corporate pig 
farm, this was due to the audience’s 
perception of wrongdoing, rather than the 
intensity of the message. This suggests that 
the ‘shock’ factor of the advertisement may 
not have been the cause for the decrease in 
the reputation of the corporate pig farm. 
Furthermore, the study further explored 
whether or not the use of shock tactics had 
harmed the reputation of PETA, the company 
delivering the message. With the controversial 
nature of the footage being shown to 
audiences, there was a potential that the 
message would be deemed inappropriate and 
it could have been dismissed or condemned, 
harming PETA’s reputation rather than 
supporting it. However, it was found that 
PETA’s credibility improved from an initially 
neutral perception. 
 

Methods 
For the survey, 30 volunteer participants were 
gathered, 28 of whom responded to the 
survey and 27 of whom were willing to share 
demographic information. Volunteers were 
found by producing a Facebook post outlining 
the survey in brief (without revealing the 
nature of the hypothesis) and the 
safeguarding measures in place, with a 
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request that people show they were 
interested in taking part by liking the post. 
Due to the graphic nature of the stimulus 
containing shock tactics (life-saving 
surgery on a rhino whose horn had been 
removed), participants had to be older 
than 15 to take part, and the appropriate 
warnings were given before the 
participants viewed the graphic content. 
The majority of respondents were female 
(77.78%), with only 14.81% male and 
7.41% other genders. Participants were 
individually sent an online link to the 
survey, developed and distributed via 
online software at 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/ which 
was chosen for its ratings and capacity to 
incorporate the relevant media. They were 
given a deadline by which to submit their 
responses. Data was saved and collected 
by the software, available for me to 
access. 
 
The collated results were then analysed 
according to the Mann-Whitney Test for 
unrelated designs. Raw data was 
tabulated, ranked, totalled by group, then 
the value of U was calculated and 
compared to the critical value, taking p = 
0.05. This was done for each statement, 
allowing any discrepancies between 
statements to be highlighted. It was 
hypothesised that people who watch an 
advertisement that features shock tactics 
are more likely to engage with a wildlife 
conservation campaign, therefore the null 
hypothesis for the overall analysis was 
‘There is no difference between the 
likelihood of people engaging with a 
wildlife conservation campaign regardless 
of whether or not shock tactics feature in 
the advertisement. 
 
 

Results 
The results indicate that for all questions, 
there is no significant difference between 
the responses of audiences who watched 
a conservation advertisement with shock 
tactics and audiences who watched an 
advertisement without shock tactics. 
 

 Figure 1. Comparative likelihood of engaging 
with conservation campaign after shock and 
non-shock advert. 

 
 
Table 1. Mann-Whitney U tests comparing 
likelihood of engaging in campaign after shock 
or non-shock advert. 

 
Conclusions 
The aim of this project was to investigate 
whether or not shock tactics are a useful 
advertising technique for wildlife 
conservation campaigns through the use of 
a public survey. The results of this survey 
indicated that there was no significant 
difference in the potential of audiences 
engaging with a wildlife conservation 
campaign based upon the advertisement 
between one which featured shock tactics, 
and one which did not. However, this survey 
had many potential sources of bias, and 
should be repeated with a larger and more 
representative sample. Furthermore, other 
aspects of this project should be 
investigated further, such as the emotional 
response of audience members when 
watching the advertisements, and whether 
or not responses would change over the 
progression of an advertisement. 
Overall, further research needs to be 
conducted before it can be concluded one 
way or another whether or not shock tactics 
are a beneficial advertising approach for 
wildlife conservation campaigns. 
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Research Article 

 

The benefits of Omega-3 and 

Anthocyanins on human visual acuity, 

resting heart rate and systolic blood 

pressure Dan Hughes 

Abstract 
This research investigates the effects and benefits of Omega-3 and Anthocyanin 

compounds. The participants blood pressure, resting heart rate and visual acuity were taken 
before the investigation began. Then they started taking the compounds for 2 weeks the 

same time daily. This has provided some limited evidence that regular Omega-3 
consumption can decrease resting heart rate as well as improve visual acuity when 

compared to the control taking vitamin D3. Anthocyanins showed no overall effect on resting 
heart rate, systolic blood pressure or visual acuity in relation to the control. However, further 

investigation is needed as sample sizes were small.   
 

Introduction   1 - Sampling Method  
As this project required participants, it was 
decided that opportunity sampling was the 
best way to gain a sample as it was fast and 
could be carried out at a similar time to when 
the actual investigation was due to be carried 
out. As individuals were walking out of the 
building one evening, they were stopped and 
told that there was going to be a research 
project looking at the effects of different 
dietary supplementation on different aspects 
of human health.   
 
2 - Resting heart rate and systolic blood 
pressure testing  
Part of the final plan included testing of the 
participants, prior to being given any 
supplementation. This is so that the 
participants can have an initial data set for the 
project, which can then be compared to a final 
data set after 2 weeks taking the supplements. 
 
3 – Visual acuity testing 
Visual acuity was tested before and after 
taking a dietary supplement following a 
standard procedure using a Snellen chart (see 
figure 1). 

 

The project focused on visual acuity, 
resting heart rate and systolic blood 
pressure in humans. Recent research on 
omega-3 oils have suggested that they 
have the potential to protect against 
macular degeneration and improve visual 
accuity. Research has also shown that 
omega-3 can be effective at lowering 
resting heart rate and systolic blood 
pressur. 
 
Some recent research has also 
suggested that anthocyanins also have 
the potential to lower blood pressure. 
However there is less evidence that 
anthocyanins have any positive effect on 
visual acuity and those that have shown 
an effect have taken place in well-lit 
conditions. Contrasting research tends to 
take place under conditions of limited 
light. 
 
This investigation was to test visual acuity 
during the day. The experimental 
hypotheses are that both omega-3 and 
anthocyanins will improve visual acuity 
and reduce blood pressure and resting 
heart rate. 
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Methods  

  
 

Figure 1. Snellen chart used during study 
 
 
 

Table 2. Changes in visual acuity following 
supplementation with omega-3 (red), 

anthocyanins (purple) and Control (green) 

 
The Snellen chart was displayed on a 
white board in well lit room. A distance of 
20 feet is then measured from the board 
and a line of tape is laid out on the floor, 
running parallel to the board. A stool is 
then placed on this line, 20 feet away from 
the board. Participants are then asked to 
sit up straight, cover one eye and 
following the guidance of the researcher, 
read from the first line, downwards to as 
far as they can go before they make a 
mistake. The test is then repeated with the 
other eye to get a value for the right and 
the left eye. 
   
The participants were given a “20/X” value 
and this allowed for comparison between 
different participant’s visual acuity. The 
20/X value comes from using the figures 
shown down the right of the Snellen chart. 
The value of X represents the distance in 
feet that somebody with ‘ideal’ eyesight 
has to stand to see the contents of one of 
the levels of the Snellen chart. The “20” 
represents the distance in feet that the 
individual who is taking the test needs to 
stand in order to correctly read that line on 
the Snellen chart. 20/20 is considered to 
be ‘ideal’ so somebody with ideal visual 
acuity should be able to read the 20/20 
line, from 20 feet away. The lower the 
value of X, the better an individual’s visual 
acuity is.   
 
 

 
Results 
The results show that 3 out of 5 
participants who took Omega-3 
supplements demonstrated an 
improvement in visual acuity compared to 
1 out of 5 for both anthocyanins and the 
control, vitamin D. 

 
The sample size was too small to 
analyse statistically.  
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Table 1. The number of participants (/5) who showed a decrease in systolic blood pressure, a 
decrease in resting heart rate or an improvement in visual acuity. 

 
 

   

Conclusion  
 
This investigation has provided limited 
evidence that Omega-3 consumption can 
reduce resting heart rate as well as 
improve visual acuity when compared to 
the control taking vitamin D3. 
Anthocyanins showed no overall effect on 
resting heart rate, systolic blood pressure 
or visual acuity in relation to the control 
group.   
 

Discussion 

The results produced from this 
investigation were obtained from a testing 
period of 2 weeks so in order for the results 
to be more reliable, the testing period 
should have been carried out over a longer 
period of time as the likelihood of any 
largely significant effect being established 
in such a short time is small whereas any 
pattern in the results would become more 
prominent as time goes on.  
Also, the groups were not completely 
random as the participants had to be 
checked beforehand to make sure it was 
safe for them to be in the group receiving 
each supplement. 
 
If this investigation was to be repeated, it 
would be a better idea to have a surplus of 
participants and separate the candidates 
into groups that could safely be assigned 
to. Then using these groups, pick a 
smaller, random, representative sample 
using a random sampling method and use 
these participants for the investigation. 
This would mean that the results are more 
reliable and the methodology is much 
stronger. 

 There were changes in the control (Vitamin 
D3) group however this was unexpected. 
These results are potentially anomalous 
and could be due to a placebo effect, 
however this is unlikely as all of the tests 
were measuring physical variables so this 
would suggest some sort of physiological 
change.   
  
Another point to note is the sample size 
used for each group. The groups were kept 
small and the overall amount of participants 
was only 15. If the sample size was made 
larger and the group sizes also, the results 
would be more reliable as there is a better 
representation of the effects that these 
substances have and will allow for any 
anomalous results and individual 
differences to be identified. 
 
Also as the sample was made up of 
participants aged between 17 and 19, the 
results may only be generalisable to the 
younger generation as the effect that these 
substances would have on different age 
groups may be different at this dosage. This 
would also mean that future investigations 
should use a sample with a variety of ages 
so that the results can better represent the 
public. 
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Literature Review  

 

Is The Country Doing Enough For 

Adolescents With Mental Illnesses?  

Emily Harrington 

Abstract 
This literature review discusses six of the most prominent mental health disorders in the UK 

to find that we don’t believe enough help and support is available for young people suffering . 
Some of the most common disorders that have been mentioned here are: anxiety, phobias, 
generalised anxiety disorder separation anxiety disorder, self-harm, depression and eating 

disorder. In my opinion not enough is done to help and provide sufficient support for both the 
individuals and people in their surroundings.  

 

Introduction  with 195,000 young people in the UK formally 
diagnosed, many correlating with substance 
misuse, clinical depression and suicidal 
thoughts. These statistics are quite worrying, 
especially as anxiety can occur from a young 
age, and can remain prominent up to 
adulthood which could consequently put strain 
on the individual for a prolonged period.  
Anxiety can arise in many different forms, with 
each individual case varying from others, 
especially as the type that forms is dependent 
on the activating event, usually phobias, 
generalised anxiety disorder (GAD), 
separation anxiety and social anxiety. 
 
Phobias 
Phobias are high levels of anxiety 
experienced in response to a certain stimulus 
or group of stimuli and in more extreme cases, 
even just talking about the stimulus could 
cause the same response. It’s perfectly 
normal for children to fear things however, if 
this fear persists as they grow up and it 
continues to affect their everyday routine, it 
becomes a problem as the individual tries to 
avoid the object/situation, sometimes daily.  
 
Social phobia is one of the most common 
phobias in young people due to a strong 
desire to be accepted and respected, if the 
young person does or says something that 
leads to embarrassment or judgement by 
others, their acceptance is perceived as more 
difficult to obtain. As a result, they may avoid 
social situations where this could happen. 
 

 
After reading a newspaper article which 
stated that “25% of young people seeking 
mental health care are turned away due to 
a lack of resources”, I began to question 
the level of support that’s available to 
young people with mental illnesses in 
England. It’s no secret that mental health 
is becoming an increasingly speculated 
topic, and with it no longer viewed as 
being the taboo it once was, more people 
are opening up about their mental state, 
causing statistics to soar. 
  
I investigated the help that’s currently 
available to these vulnerable people 
through a literature review and formed an 
opinion on whether enough is being done 
for them. I also gained an understanding 
of the most common mental illnesses 
diagnosed in young people, researching 
areas such as how they affect the 
individuals and how they’re treated. 
 
Anxiety 
Anxiety, "a feeling of intense worry, 
nervousness or unease about something 
with an uncertain outcome" is a perfectly 
normal feeling, especially when it comes 
to stressful situations however, when this 
becomes an everyday occurrence and 
affects daily life, it is a problem that can 
lead to a diagnosed anxiety disorder. 1/6 
people suffer from some form of anxiety 
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In terms of treatment for social phobias, 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) is 
often the preferred choice, in combination 
with medication, as it is less intense 
however there is a faster option of 
Systematic desensitisation (SD) which 
aims to produce a new association 
between the stimulus and its response 
through small steps (a hierarchy) whilst 
the individual relaxes in between so that 
counter-conditioning can happen.  
Alternatively, flooding is another option, 
however it is seen as the most extreme, 
yet quickest treatment. The most intense 
fear is experienced persistently in one 
long session until the anxiety is deceased. 
 
Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD) 
‘Mind’ describes Generalised Anxiety 
Disorder (GAD) as feeling anxious, and 
perhaps even fearful, for a prolonged 
period of time over something that isn't 
necessarily associated with the 
individual's everyday life. Common 
triggers of this anxiety in young people 
include exam/school performance stress, 
punctuality, school or home issues and 
just worrying about their excessive 
worrying. It's thought that the onset of 
anxiety begins when there's two or more 
of these events occurring at the same time 
causing high levels of stress and worry, 
but the disorder often develops slowly. 
Many people are often unable to 
distinguish a before and after effect. 
 
In terms of support and treatment,  
Anxiety UK have produced a detailed 
guide for parents and carers of young 
people with anxiety which stresses the 
importance of exposure to anxiety 
provoking situations. Anxiety is 
maintained through avoidance, an 
example of operant conditioning and 
therefore, encouraging exposure to the 
anxiety allows the person to challenge it, 
in time become unaffected by it. Additional 
support is available, for instance 
psychologists, psychiatrists, therapists, 
CAMHS workers, etc. and people in these 
professions can make a big difference 

 Self-Harm 
The UK has the highest rate of self-harm in 
Europe and so it’s an important topic to 
discuss but where should we draw the line? 
Again, ‘Mind’ describes self-harm as “when 
you hurt yourself as a way of dealing with very 
difficult feelings, painful memories or 
overwhelming situations and experiences that 
feel out of control.” Currently at a 10 year high, 
13,853 girls are admitted to A&E each year for 
this behaviour, and it is suggested that the 
internet and social media is the main reason 
for this as 94% of teenagers now go online 
every single day. Many accounts on various 
websites have been found to promote and 
even romanticise self-harm with one article 

stating that roughly ⅕ young people first found 
out about self-harm via the internet. One 
website I want to talk about is tumblr.com as it 
allows individuals to blog multimedia content. 
It was created as a tool for sharing a diverse 
array of interests and creativities, but has 
since become a controversial website as, from 
my understanding, it’s been a platform where 
people are free to post whatever they want, 
including images and literature about self-
harm, especially in the form of cutting which 
could promote self-harm. I have since 
investigated this myself, typing in phrases 
such as “self-harm”, “self-mutilation” and 
“cutting” into the search box and one of the 
first posts was the quote “once a cutter, 
always a cutter” on an easily accessible public 
webpage. I believe there needs to be more 
work done on deciding what should and 
shouldn’t be available to access. 
 
Depression 
Depression is a mental illness that “negatively 
affects how you feel, the way you think and 
how you act”, leading to feelings of intense 
sadness, low self-esteem and worthlessness. 
Some argue it’s a result of biological changes 
like puberty as a constantly changing body 
and fluctuating hormone levels could be 
triggering the illness. Another theory is due to 
a difference in society as we’re more 
accepting and our constant use of social 
media make us feel unfulfilled. Sites like 
Facebook and Instagram are just covered in  
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unrealistic photos of ourselves meaning 
that we’re becoming obsessed with 
comparing our looks and possessions to 
other people and this causes self-hate or 
upset at the realisation we’re different to 
the people around us. 
 
Upon researching current preventative 
procedures, I found that it’s believed 
prevention comes down to unconditional 
positive regard from those who love us as 
it offers comfort whilst talking about these 
feelings, meaning issues can be resolved 
or help can be found. As well as this, 
encouraging passions or exercise 
prevents depression due to endorphin 
and endocannabinoids”, which provides a 
‘feel-good’ sensation whilst also increases 
confidence and sociability. If exercise is 
proven to be beneficial then there should 
be accessible services. However, there is 
often a lack of safe environments for 
young girls to exercise. 
 
Eating Disorders 
Recently, it was found that the number of 
diagnosed eating disorders among 13-19 
year olds had risen from 959 to 1815 
between 2011 and 2014 and from this 
data alone, it is evident that eating 
disorders are an ever increasing issue. 
The NHS describe anorexia nervosa as 
“an eating disorder where a person keeps 
their body weight as low as possible,” as 
the individual usually believes they look 
different to how other people actually see 
them (dysmorphia). This is often achieved 
by extreme dieting, intended vomiting, 
excessive exercising and laxative/diuretic 
abuse.  
 
Anorexia commonly starts at the age of 
16/17 years old, but can be found in 
younger individuals so an early diagnosis 
is essential but this could be difficult when 
many adolescents hide their abnormal 
eating behaviours. Much like self-harm, 
Tumblr.com is a popular site for 
discussing and promoting anorexia 
nervosa and other eating disorders. New 
popularised vocabulary, such as 
“thinspiration” and “pro-ana” almost  

 romanticise the disorder, suggesting that 
extreme restriction of diet, obsessions over 
appearance and/or weight are normal and 
acceptable behaviours. 
 
Some agencies are aware of the effects that 
heavily photoshopped images can have on 
vulnerable adolescents, and some have 
begun to reject the use of photoshop, such as 
seventeen magazine. Perhaps if more 
companies followed the same actions, 
reducing its use of photoshop and banning 
any forms of “thinspiration”, it would allow a 
wave of body positivity across the country, 
rather than encouraging our young generation 
to look a certain way. 
 
Response 
My initial interest in this came from reading an 
article which describes how Prime Minister, 
Theresa May, pledges to work with the mental 
health services to try and improve them. Yet, 
she dismissed the need for extra funding for 
these services. Investment is needed for good 
health care, yet there have been massive cuts 
in NHS, council, university medical centres 
and disability living allowance spending. 
Mental health used to be a taboo subject, only 
talked about in quiet corners, but having 
access to online discussions about mental 
health has begun to change our perceptions 
and hopefully change how we deal with it. It 
could be argued that the internet has led to an 
increase in diagnosis, but that might just be a 
result of a lesser stigma associated with 
mental health. If people are more comfortable 
talking about it, they will be more likely to seek 
help, therefore showing the rise in rates.   
 
Overall, I do not believe that our country is 
doing everything it can to help support young 
people with mental illnesses. 
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Research Article  

 

How Ultraviolet Radiation Affects The 

Development Of Biology Of Tenebrio 

Molitor (Mealworm Larvae).  Kieran Harris 

   

Abstract 
This project investigates the effects that ultraviolet have on the biology of an organism as it 
develops through its life stages.  The experiments specifically looked at the developmental 

abnormalities that the organisms have when exposed. Tenebrio Molitor was exposed to 
302nm of ultraviolet light for varied number of times at different stages of their life cycle. 

The results have shown that there is a correlation between the exposure of ultraviolet light 
to the organism and the number of organisms that have been shown with developmental 

abnormalities. 
 

Introduction    
molitor to observe the effects of ultraviolet 
light. Tenebrio Molitor was chosen as the 
model organism for this experiment due to 
the fact that the species has different 
biological stages which enable us to 
determine how the development of each 
stage is affected. The larval stage, known 
commonly as the mealworm is an ideal 
model organism for this investigation as it is 
cheap and easy to maintain populations 
and research has shown that the larvae are 
prone to damage by UV light. 
 

Methods 
Tenebrio Molitor species requires little 
effort and energy to maintain, requiring only 
food and a clean environment. Like many 
insects that are used as food for pets, 
mealworm larvae are readily available from 
any reptile or exotic pet store. However, in 
the duration of the project a terrarium was 
set up for the sole purpose of creating a 
population that are genetically similar 
without selective breeding. By reducing the 
genetic diversity of the organisms that are 
used it allows for a better comparison when 
analysing any abnormalities that are 
present.  

Extraction and purification of DNA with 
analysis from gel electrophoresis 
The original concept of the experiment was 
to extract and purify the DNA of the  

 
Organisms contain genetic information that 
code for specific features which carry out 
metabolic functions and maintain the 
homeostatic environment and integrity of 
the organism. This results in the survival of 
the organism, allowing it to pass on 
successful genes to their offspring. 
Mutations can occur to the DNA as a result 
of mutagens. Both beneficial and harmful 
mutations can be passed on to offspring 
but the beneficial ones are more likely to 
persist due to increasing the chances of 
survival of the organism. 
 
UV light is a type of Electromagnetic 
radiation falling within the 100nm to 400nm 
part of the spectrum, between Visible light 
and X-rays. Ultraviolet light is separated 
into 3 groups; UVA, UVB, UVC with each 
group taking a different section of the 
spectrum.  There are many sources of 
Ultraviolet light both natural and manmade, 
with the most common source being the 
Sun. Ultraviolet light can act as a natural 
mutagen; this is due to photons of UV light 
being absorbed by the Nitrogenous base 
such as Thymine and Cytosine and expose 
the bases to local nucleotides and react 
with them. 
 
This investigation uses the larvae and 
pupae of the darkling beetle, Tenebrio  
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organisms from the control group and the 
pupae group that was exposed to the 
ultraviolet radiation. The DNA would then 
be sequenced, which would allow us to 
observe any changes that would occur to 
the DNA of the organisms. However, due 
to us not having access to a DNA 
sequencer we instead performed a 
restriction digest on the mealworm DNA 
and analysed it using gel electrophoresis to 
look for differences in the fragments of the 
mealworm exposed to UV. It is unlikely to 
reveal a difference due to the potential 
differences being too small to detect, 
however it provides valuable experience.  
 

Gel electrophoresis is a way of separating 
different sized DNA fragments in order of 
their molecular mass. This is done by 
applying an electric current through a gel 
matrix creating a positive and negative 
dipole across the permeable membrane. 
as the DNA fragments pass through the gel 
matrix it creates bands at points where 
specific fragments are deposited based on 
their size and mass, with larger fragments 
staying near the top of the gel.  
 

Length of UV exposure Experiment 1  
This covers how the time of exposure 
determines if a mutation can occur its 
severity when it’s expressed onto the 
organism’s phenotype. This comes from 
the hypothesis that the longer the organism 
is exposed to the UV light the higher the 
probability a mutation will occur and the 
more extreme the mutation is on the 
organism. 
 
The experiment began with gathering 18 
Mealworm larvae that are of similar size, 
age and instar. The larvae were separated 
into 3 different groups within petri dishes; 
the control group (no exposure), 4-minute 
group & a 6-minute group. 
 

  
Figure 1. Mealworm larvae in 3 groups   

 The impact from exposure at life stages- 
experiment 2 
The second experiment observes a 
different variable to that of the first by 
focusing on how the physical features of 
mealworms in different stages of their life 
cycle are affected by the ultraviolet light. 
 
The two stages that the experiment 
focusses on are the larval and the pupal 
stages. Exposing the pupae and larvae of 
the Tenebrio Molitor to ultraviolet light 
would enable us to observe if different life 
stages are more susceptible to damage by 
UV light. The hypothesis in the second 
method of the project is that the pupae may 
be more susceptible to damage occurring to 
DNA or the cells due to UV light. This is 
because they are undergoing 
metamorphosis, during which time the 
tissues are being reorganised and different 
genes are being switched on and off. This 
is likely to make this life stage particularly 
prone to mutations occurring. 
 
Like that of the first experiments method the 
second method began with 18 mealworms 
that are of similar instar to allow for the most 
accurate comparison.  There were three 
groups; the control group (no exposure), 
the larvae group & the pupae group. 
   
 
All groups were placed into 3 groups in petri 
dishes as mealworm larvae, the larvae 
group were the first group to be exposed 
with ultraviolet of 302 nm wavelength. 
During this time, the control and pupae 
groups were kept in petri dishes, when 
larvae within the pupae group begin to form 
pupae they are exposed twice a week for a 
5-week course. 

 
Figure 2. A sample of mealworm exposed to UV 
using the UVP Digital Imaging system. 
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Results 
Multiple types of data were collected that 
make up the results of this project; physical 
changes, survival and growth rates as well 
as progress through life stage. The 
physical changes looked at the 
developmental abnormalities expressed on 
the organisms involved, with the use of 
photographs to record the results. Due to 
the possible lethality of ultraviolet light the 
number of organisms alive in each group 
were recorded to observe any impact that 
the ultraviolet light has on the overall 
survival of the organism. Average mass of 
the organisms was also measured for each 
group using a balance. The progression 
through their life cycles were also 
monitored to outline if ultraviolet light is 
able to slow the progression of an organism 
as it develops.  
 
In the first methods mealworm groups, 
there was an unfortunate outcome in which 
the clear majority of mealworms in all three 
groups died from what we expect to of been 
due to an illness or disease that spread 
through the groups. As it was not an 
isolated incident and the control group was 
also affected showed that ultraviolet light 
was not because of the occurrence. 
Nevertheless, the experiment could last 17 
days before they were affected with 
suspected illness allowing for some viable 
data to be used. 
 
Physical changes 
Starting with the first method, on visual 
appearance it showed there was 
indications that ultraviolet had affected the 
larvae in a similar way to humans, sunburn 
(figure 3). On close inspection with a 
dissection microscope there were signs of 
soft tissue apoptosis (cell death) similar to 
what Peter W.Horen discovered, this was 
present in many of the larvae that were 
exposed to the ultraviolet light. 
 

 
Figure 3. Tissue damage to UV exposed larva 

 Survival 
Unlike we predicted in the hypothesis the 4-
minute group suffered the greatest and only 
decrease in its population (table 1). Within 
the first two exposures to the ultraviolet light 
that one larvae had died and a second died 
two weeks after. Unfortunately, as there 
was no more obtainable data it is uncertain 
if this pattern would have continued but he 
likelihood is that some mealworms would 
have died in the 6-minute group as well. 
 
Table 1. Number of mealworm alive (L), dead 
(D) or pupated (P) after different UV exposure. 

 
 
 
Growth Rates 
The data that was gathered for the growth 
rates of each group suggest that there was 
a change in the growth of the organisms in 
each group (figure 4). As each group was 
fed the same amount of food (1 gram) at the 
same time it was ruled out that one group 
was deprived of food or starved. 

 
Figure 4. Growth of larvae exposed to UV for 
different lengths of time. 

Conclusion/Discussion 

Dark areas were the 

tissue was damaged. 

This larva was from 

the 4-minute group  
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Though there was slight difference 
between the control group and that of those 
that were exposed the difference was 
small, with a 0.018 gram difference 
between the control group and that of the 
4-minute group. There was a 0.015 gram 
difference between the control and the 6-
minute group. By the end of the recorded 
experiment the difference was magnified 
3.17 times with the difference between the 
control. The control gained an average of 
0.039 grams over the 17 days when the 
mealworms were exposed, 4-minute 
groups mass did not change and with the 
6-minute groups mass decreasing by 0.003 
grams to the same mass as the 4-minute 
group.  
 
 
Progress through Life Stages 
As expected the control group progressed 
faster than the groups that were exposed. 
Most of the organisms progressed through 
their life cycles to become beetles. Within 
both groups there were significant visible 
abnormalities that were present and shown 
on the exoskeleton of the organisms. 
 
 
Gel Electrophoresis 
As expected it was not possible to detect 
differences between the UV exposed and 
non-exposed mealworm using gel 
electrophoresis. However, DNA was 
successfully extracted and purified before 
being digested with restriction enzymes 
and separated using gel electrophoresis 
(figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Results of gel electrophoresis on non 
UV exposed and UV exposed mealworm. 
 

After all the results that I have gathered I 
can conclude that in fact ultraviolet light 
does cause significant effects to the way 
that the Tenebrio Molitor organism 
develops to become a Darkling Beetle. It’s 
shown that in both experiments there has 
been damage to the organism’s biological 
structure. 
 
The results suggest that UV can reduce the 
growth rate of the larval stage though more 
data would be needed in order to test 
whether this trend is statistically significant.  
 
There was some evidence that the external 
structures of the larvae and pupae were 
vulnerable. It is unlikely that any damage to 
the DNA would occur further into the 
organism’s body as the exoskeleton would 
act as a barrier preventing the ultraviolet 
light from penetrating any further than the 
surface. In particular, the UV light seemed 
to effect the development of the wing 
casings. It is unclear from this experiment 
whether this is the result of mutations 
occurring to the DNA or cell damage 
caused by the UV radiation. 
 
Nevertheless, these experiments have 
shown that there is significant power and 
danger surrounding ultraviolet light and 
overexposure on any level from insect to 
human. 
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 Featured Photographs 
 
Including: the arrival of the sea urchins, a new model organism for the UTC  
New Editorial Director and Photographer, Amelia Cassell picks out the 
photographic highlights of the last few months at Liverpool Life Sciences UTC. 

 
Amelia Cassell 

                               
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Left:  Pleco gazes lovingly at a bolivian ram in the Amazonian tank. Middle Left: sea urchins arrive at the UTC. 

Bottom Left: zebrafish will not smile for the camera! Top Right: Invesitgating the effect of pH on microbial growth. 

Bottom Right: students are learn how to find the gender of darkling beetle pupae using dissecting microscopes.  
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Meet the new 
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Taking the Baltic Science 
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank our first ever editorial team on the commitment, 

creativity and teamwork that has led to the publication of this exciting new journal. It has 

been a real pleasure to work with such a talented and innovative group of students to bring 

this project to fruition. The original team are now all in year 13 and studying hard for their 

final exams. I would like to introduce you to the year 12 students who have been working 

hard on the next edition of the BSJ. - Dr J.Dyer and S.J.Linkman. 

 

Hello, we are the team that will be carrying the next edition of the journal forward and we 

incredibly excited not only about the journals potential but the additions we can make in the 

future to improve the publication. Hopefully the energy, enthusiasm and resolve that we will 

bring can refine the journal and enhance its quality. Not only will we be adding new sections 

to the journal including the scientist of the year section, we will also look into the possibility 

of creating a smaller publication to run alongside the journal. This will contain shorter, 

enticing articles in a magazine format for younger or more casual readers. The scientist of 

the year feature will include three sections encompassing all different scientists. Firstly, a 

student scientist of the year will be chosen from the many exciting extended research 

projects that take place in the school itself. Secondly an opportunity to appreciate the 

massive impact of  science on our day to day lives by choosing a scientist of the year from 

some of the great men and women of science, the Nobel prize winners. One Nobel prize 

winner from the past decades shall be chosen and an article dedicated to them in the journal. 

Finally, we will choose a scientist currently working in either industry or research today. This 

will provide an insight into the hard work of real life scientists and provide inspiration for 

those looking to move into jobs in that field.  

 

Ultimately we cannot wait to fully start work on the next edition of the journal. Although we 

will bring our own touch of creativity and passion to the journal we will still adhere to the high 

standards set by our predecessors. Over the coming weeks we will recruit a full editorial 

team for the year and continue work on the next edition. – Ben Monaghan and the team. 
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In the next 
Issue… 

  
 

With a new team comes new ideas.  We have learned some lessons from producing the 

first edition and have taken on board feedback in order to make sure the Baltic Science 

Journal continues to devleop and improve. 

 

We have decided to publish 2 issues of the journal each year with the following focus: 

 Winter Edition (extended project reports and regular features) 

 Summer Edition (shorter project reports, progress updates and additional features) 

 

In order to improve the quality of the jounal we will be publishing clear guidelines to 

authors which will be available on the BSJ website. This should improve the consistency 

and flow of the journal whilst reducing the workload of the editorial team. 

 

We are now accepting the following types of content from contributors: 

 Original Research Reports 

 Literature Reviews 

 Short Communications and News Features 

 Engineering and construction project reports 

 Progress updates on previously festured or future research articles 

 

In addition we plan to include the following exciting new features to each edition: 

 Scientist of the year  

 Experiments you can do at home 

 The year so far in pictures 

 

We are proud of the work we have put into this publication but are committed to improving 

our content through acting on feedback. All constructive criticism and ideas for taking the 

journal forwards are welcome. Please contact Dr J.Dyer using the following email address 

and I will pass your comments on to the relevant person: 

 
dyer.j@lifesciencesutc.net 
 
 
 

mailto:dyer.j@lifesciencesutc.net
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Closing Words 
“Go and change the world”   

Mr Ian Parry 
Mrs Lyndsay 

Macaulay 
 

On the opening day of the UTC a young American scientist by the name of 
Jack Andraka skyped into our ceremony and challenged our young people to 
‘Go and change the world’. Since that day the innovation labs have taken that 
message quite literally and 5 years on they are still pushing the boundaries 
and challenging what can be achieved by young people. The Journal that the 
students have produced is now their opportunity to share their determination, 
passion and skills with a wider audience.  
 
The students at the Life Sciences UTC never fail to impress us all every day, 
the journal is an opportunity to impress a wider audience and support them 
on their journeys to ‘Go and change the world’. 

 

Mr Ian Parry,  

Principle of Liverpool Life Sciences UTC 
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 @UTCInnovate   

 http://utcinnovationlabs.blogspot.co.uk  

 https://lifesciencesutc.co.uk/bsj  

         

 For all enquiries, contact Dr J.Dyer 

 dyer.j@lifesciencesutc.net  


